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Abstract
Truncated multiplication can be used to significantly reduce power dissipation for applications that do not require
correctly rounded results. This paper presents a power efficient method for designing floating point multipliers that
can perform either correctly rounded IEEE compliant multiplication or truncated multiplication, based on an input
control signal. Compared to conventional IEEE floating
point multipliers, these multipliers require only a small
amount of additional area and delay, yet provide a significant reduction in power dissipation for applications that do
not require IEEE compliant results.

1 Introduction
Most modern processors perform floating point operations according to the IEEE 754 floating point standard [1].
This standard requires that the result of each floating point
operation be identical to the result obtained by first computing the result to infinite precision and then rounding according to one of the four supported IEEE rounding modes.
A significant portion of the total power for floating point
multiplication is dissipated while computing the least significant bits of the product and rounding the result.
Many DSP and multimedia applications require a wide
dynamic range, but do not require the directed rounding
modes provided by the IEEE 754 floating point standard.
Consequently, several multimedia instruction set extensions
and digital signal processors support floating point operations that are not fully compliant with the IEEE 754 standard [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Since many applications do not require correctly
rounded multiplications, the total power dissipation for
these applications can be reduced by utilizing truncated
multiplication [8, 9, 10]. With truncated multiplication,
the less significant columns of the multiplication matrix are
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eliminated and a correction constant is added to the more
significant columns. Typically, however, the same processor
needs to perform other applications that require IEEE compliant multiplication. By designing a single multiplier that
can perform either truncated multiplication or IEEE compliant multiplication, a significant reduction in power dissipation can be achieved for applications that do not require
IEEE compliant results.
This paper presents designs for floating point multipliers
that perform either IEEE compliant or truncated multiplication, based on an input control signal. These multipliers
are similar to designs presented in [8] and [10], however,
modifications are made to allow both IEEE compliant and
truncated multiplication to be performed. These multipliers
require only slightly more area and delay than IEEE compliant multipliers, but dissipate significantly less power for
applications that use truncated multiplication.

2 IEEE Compliant Multipliers
High performance floating point multipliers, such as
those presented in [11, 12], often have a latency of two cycles and are pipelined for a throughput of one result per
cycle. In the first cycle, the sign bits are exclusive-ored, the
exponents are added and the bias is subtracted, the inputs
are tested for special values, and the partial products for the
significand multiplication are generated and reduced to sum
and carry vectors. In the second cycle, the sum and carry
vectors are added, the significand product is normalized and
rounded, the exponent is adjusted to account for normalization, exceptional outputs are detected, and the final result is
produced.
Guaranteeing that results are correctly rounded is the
most difficult part of the floating point multiplier design.
Using the method for correct IEEE rounding presented
in [13], an injection term that depends on the rounding
mode and the size of the multiplier is included as an additional partial product term in the significand multiplica-

tion matrix. A block diagram of the rounding scheme appears in Figure 1. With this method, the sum and carry vectors produced by the significand multiplier are each partitioned into two segments, one containing the most significant bits (MSBs) of the vectors, and the other containing
the least significant bits (LSBs). The lower segments of
the sum and carry vector are added together to produce a
Carry bit (the MSB), Round bit (the second MSB), and
Sticky bit (the logical OR of the remaining bits). Simultaneously, the higher segments are combined using a halfadder tree to produce Lx (the LSB), and Xs and Xc (the
new sum and carry vectors). Xs and Xc are then passed to
a compound adder, which computes two sums; Xs Xc
and Xs Xc
. The first sum has a carry-in of zero,
which corresponds to rounding down, and the second sum
has a carry-in of one, which corresponds to rounding up.
While these sums are being computed, an increment decision is generated based on Carry, Round, Sticky, sP , rm,
and Lx. The increment decision determines which sum to
use for the result and helps determine L, the LSB of the final
result. Although this rounding method uses more hardware
than other techniques, it has the advantage that only a single
carry-propagate adder is on the critical delay path [13].
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Figure 2 shows the significand multiplication matrix
used by the proposed method for constant correction truncated floating point multiplication. With this method, the
n ? k ? least significant columns of the partial product
matrix are completely eliminated, and a constant is added
to columns n ? to n ? k ? of the partial product matrix.
This constant is determined by
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The first term corresponds to half the maximum absolute
error from eliminating columns 0 to n ? k ? , and the
second term corresponds to half the maximum absolute error from not including pn?2 to pn?k?1 in the final result.
Compared to the truncated multiplication method presented
in [8], this method eliminates one less column in the partial
product matrix and has a slightly modified correction constant. This is done to compensate for the fact that the result
of the addition of the sum and carry vectors may or may not
be normalized, and the required accuracy of the multiplier
must be maintained in either case.
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Figure 1. IEEE Rounding Logic

3 Truncated Multipliers
The method for truncated multiplication used in this paper is based on the constant correction truncated multiplication method presented in [8] for fixed-point numbers. Modifications are made to correctly handle floating point numbers and to ensure that results have a maximum error of less
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Figure 2. Truncated Multiplication Matrix
After the sum and carry vectors are added, the significand product is selected as p2n?2 p2n?3 : : : pn?1 when
p2n?1
, and p2n?1 p2n?2 : : : pn when p2n?1
. If
p2n?1 , a one is added to column n ? to compensate
for not using pn?1 in the final product. This is achieved by
inspecting bits p2n?1 , pn?1 , and pn?2 . If all three bits are
one, a one is added to P at bit pn . Otherwise, the result is
truncated at bit pn or pn?1 .
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4 Combined IEEE Compliant & Truncated
Multipliers
To combine the IEEE compliant and truncated multipliers, we introduce a control signal, t, where t
for correctly rounded multiplication and t
for truncated multiplication. The IEEE compliant multiplier and the truncated
multiplier differ primarily in the significand multiplier and
the rounding logic. Figure 3 shows the significand multiplication matrix for the combined multiplier, where bi bi  t.
Terms that include bi correspond to the partial product bits
of the eliminated columns of the truncated matrix. When
t , the hardware in those columns is effectively turned
off, since all the partial product bits are zero, which reduces
power dissipation. The logic that generates the injection
value is modified so that R is injected when t
. With
this approach, a standard significand multiplier is converted
to a combined significand multiplier by adding n ? k AND
gates to compute b0 to bn?k?1 and a small amount of logic
.
to set the injection value to R when t
Error analysis based on Equation 2 and computer simulations verify that for single precision multipliers ( n
),
guarantees that the maximum error is less
using k
than 0.75 ulps. For this value of k , the least significant 18
columns of the multiplication matrix are completely eliminated, and the correction constant is R :
2  ?25 .
For double precision multipliers ( n
), using k
completely eliminates the 46 least significant columns of
the multiplication matrix and limits the maximum error to
less than 0.84375 ulps. For this case, R :
2  ?54 .
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and carry vectors, and truncating the result to n bits. With
the existing IEEE compliant rounding logic the n
MSBs
(columns n ? to n ? ) of the sum and carry vectors are
added together. To also perform truncated multiplication,
an extra k ? -bit adder is use to add columns n ? k ?
to n ? , and determine if there is carry into column n ? .
This carry is denoted as CK . An additional one is added
to columnn n ? if there is carry out of the MSB of the
sum output of the compound adder. Since this corresponds
to the case where p2n?1 is one, normalization is necessary,
and R is too small. If this carry out is denoted as OV F , the
increment decision is computed as
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When truncated multiplication is performed, the least significant bit of the product, L, is computed as

L = NsumL  incr + Nsump1L  incr
(4)
where NsumL and Nsump1L are the least significant bits
of the normalized sum and sum + 1 outputs of the compound adder, respectively.
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Figure 3. Combined Multiplication Matrix
The sum and carry vectors that are computed by the significand multiplier are next passed to the rounding stage.
The rounding logic of the IEEE compliant multiplier is
modified slightly to accommodate truncated calculations for
the combined multiplier. A block diagram of the rounding
logic of the combined multiplier is shown in Figure 4. The
rounding logic is similar to that presented in [13], with some
additional logic to handle the case of truncated multiplication.
When truncated multiplication is performed, the result is
formed by adding the n k most significant bits of the sum
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Figure 4. Combined Rounding Logic

5 Area, Delay, and Power Comparison
Single precision and double precision IEEE compliant,
truncated, and combined floating point multipliers were
implemented in Verilog and synthesized using the Synopsys Module Compiler and a 2.5 Volt, 0.25 micron CMOS
standard cell library. Average power dissipations were estimated using PowerMill and pseudo-random input data

vectors. The partial product matrices were reduced using
Dadda’s reduction method [14], and carry lookahead adders
were used to implement the compound adder. The area, critical path delay, and power dissipation of each of these units
are found in Table 1.
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